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Delish Fish Dish
2017 saw poke, a Hawaiian salad made with raw fish, take off in foodservice as a lean, protein-rich dish that also satisfies consumers’ desires for exotic flavors. Now Acme Smoked Fish Corp. offers its own take on the dish with Blue Hill Bay Smoked Fish Poke Bowls, build-it-yourself refrigerated fare that comes in Smoked Salmon and Smoked Ahi Tuna varieties. The bowls offer eats nationwide a healthful and innovative lunch or dinner meal kit, each with either lightly salt-cured salmon or tuna cubes that have been cold-smoked with a blend of natural hardwoods, and containing a pre-cooked rice packet, a signature poke sauce — a flavorful soy base with hints of sriracha, chili pepper and sesame oil — and a special blend of poke seasoning made from chili peppers, black and white sesame seeds, ginger, and orange peel. Each refrigerated single-serve bowl contains 20 grams of protein and 1,400 milligrams of omega-3 fatty acids per serving, as well as no artificial preservatives. The SRP is $8.99 per 8.8-ounce bowl.

A Sparkling Tree-t
As people seek out the latest beverages to fuel their energy, keep them hydrated and still function as a tasty drink, a new contender has emerged: sparkling tree water. TreTap Beverages’ shelf-stable line has been certified organic with the USDA by EcoCert, and, according to the brand, “gives consumers a choice of healthy and environmentally sustainable beverages.” Newly popular sap drinks typically are canned once a year, during the maple syrup season, and have a shelf life of one year. TreTap’s Organic Tree Water’s shelf life is open-dated. Flavors consist of Maple, Blueberry, Cucumber and Cranberry, and each has an SRP of $5.99 per 4-pack of 12-ounce cans.

Convenience-minded Chicken
For Millennial moms who crave convenience, Perdue has introduced Perdue Fresh Cuts chicken breasts, designed to save up to 30 minutes of prep and cleanup time. The pre-cut boneless, skinless chicken breasts can simply be added directly to a pot or pan, requiring no cleaning or cutting. The refrigerated product comes in three recipe-ready varieties — diced, strips and thin-sliced — with an SRP of $5.29 per pound.

A Smoother Shave
Any time a women’s razor brings increased comfort and fewer chances of nicks and cuts to the shaving process, ladies are sure to take notice. Knowing this, Schick has introduced the Schick Intuition F.A.B., which stands for “forwards and backwards.” Said to be the first of its kind to enable women to shave with a razor in both directions without lifting it from the skin, the product includes a cartridge with built-in advanced moisture gel for an effortless glide and a more comfortable shave. The SRP is $13.99 for one razor and two refill cartridges.